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. _ _ • _ _ . r UNlVEl"-SITY OF CALlFORN 

WEATHER VARIATION As. A_·- .c __ , ___ ,~_~T-_•_P __ ·R_-._I_.·cE UNCERTAINT. v F. ~crl.R DAvrs 
·.- · AS Il AFFECTS CORN AND SOYBEAN PRODUCTIO.N NOV . 4 1975 

·.. .. by Roy\ Black . . .· . Agrici.:lturnl Economics Library 

tNTRbDUCTION 

-.· "There 'is enough evidenCe of cyclical 

patterns in weather variability, however, 

toadvise aga"inst treatment of weather as 

a random variable; but variabi1ity is not 

rythmi c enough to produce a prediction 

equation." 

.-;, 

· The process. of attempting· to Predict ·climate and its resultant 

impact on agricultural output and prices is hardly a new venture. Herschel 

conducted a detailed study of solar activity in the late l7OO's, noting 

an apparent relationship with severity of cl'imate. He subsequently 

compared these relationships with wheat price statistics compi'led by., 
. . ,., . ~-,,;,..,~ ' . ' •-- . . 

Adam Smith for Wealth of Nations. Wa.llace, inl92O, Used mti1tiple: 

regression methods to estimate the impact of meteorologic~l varia_bleS on 

corn yield. This work contributed to the idea of the ever-nprmal granary. 

A number of studies examining climatic variability and fot:>d reserve policy 

were developedin the mld-1960'5 at the Center' for Agricultural and,-Economi,c 

Development at Iowa State University and in the USDA .. 
. . ·,. . ··• 

Many authors, i nthe 1 ate 1960' s and early 1970 's, sugges·t~d drouth 

would occur in the Great Plains and Western Corn Belt in the mid-lg;70's. 

Borche.rt (1971), for example, delivered his presidential address before 

,theAssociation of American Geographers on the topic ''The Dust Bowl in 

·the q'g'yo•s. 11 Newman (1969) suggested similar climatic deviations could 
p "\ . . "7-, 

~ a ?L £~ ~ ,..-_; /7 _v &I/,. ~er/ 
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be expected in 0th.er midd1e. latityde continental areas ot' .. the ;wo,r:1d 
. . . . . . . ; : . . : . . . . ' \. . ." . ·, .. ·. . .. ,; ~ '.;. . . 

. inclucUng certain parts of ·'the USSR, .. ta$tern Europ~~ and· Australia.· . 
. · . . .· . .. _ .. ·' ·_... ·.· ·" ... · . ·. ·: ):;. , .. '·..... . ·- .. .· . 

How.ever,,· the severity'. of :,the dry years of the · l930' s a·nd 1·950 's was.: not 
• • , / ,: p • 

likely to occur until ·the · end of the second· and f ou·rth de~ades of . th~

. next century • 

. Long-te.rm temperatµre changes have received much attention tbo. .... ' .. . . . . 

Studies reveal a cooling· trend in-<the· middle· h.titudes, starting in the 
. . . ;. ·. ... . .· ·. 

1940 1 s a$ can be seery in Figure· 1. As a result, the growing season is_--
.· . . --

two weeks-shorte.r in.,England,than it w~s in the i930's. ::At ··Madison, 

Wisconsitt, there· has been i:(8 percent increase in heatirig,;.'degree-days •.. 
arr index ·assoc:iated with •:fuel c<>risumption. ~ev.iew :articles on ·e1f~ati c 

. cha~ge ~nd its i·mpact,o~ agricµlture in~lude· Pryson (191if, ,:i<alnicky JJ9_74l, -

. 
'~ 

Newman- Ot174)~. and Thompson (1975). • • •• "'.' C. :~ .:' ' 

. Price pQlicy impfi cations of cl imat'i C change, foi agric~l tore t 

and- for- the -general;, i!COnbmy, have; recei vecJ more attention. in the current· 
: . . . ::_,_-·· .· ··' . .. .. ·. . •,: . . . : . . . -'. .... 

ccmtext than- in ·the 1930:1$ and 1950's Since feed grain 11surpluses 11 existed.·-· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . 

during ear.lier dry periods-~ ' The admirtistrato'r of' the National o·ceanic ahd 
_~; ·.' ·. . . ' ', ' . . . . 

Atmospheric: Administration,· for example~ commissioned a. study' in' 1973 of·_. 
~. ·., . .. . . ~ . 

the inf) uence Rf' climate on grai-n yields· to insure that agricultural export, 

poli<;y,b~ formulated irLa mariner~onsistent with.best c:limatofogical __ 

ju~g~~~-~ .(~cQuigg, --1973,). In 1975·, -~]imato·109ist1Lbriefed White ·H~us~ 

Aide·s .and: te$.tified .bef:ore the· Hou$e· Agricultural. Conmittee. 
·--.-- :._.· -~"{: :_ . ·i:•.'·:·.:~- t. .. · : . 

Jhi s ,arti c 1 e . reviews ·. an attempt· to . integrate cl i01a te_ ; n to price , 
j 

fQrecasting methodology, to develop supply ihlplications for use{ in 

fon.nulation of inventory .. policy, and to assess-irnpac·ts on cost.of Pr~duction. 

,. 
. '· 
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
.- . . . . 

An examina~ion of the'·impac~.of·weather on suppJyand demand 

· functions provides a useful starting point. The dmpact on the productie>'n 

f1,u1ction and on, producer strategies in resource ahd product allocation 

has .received cons.iderable .study; Two points stand out. As variability· 

incteas~s, output.forthcoming from the system for a p.articular input 

configuration is less than it would be under a less variable system. . . 
Second, producers, as. a result of price and yiald risk, employ fewer 

inputs than if their expected prices were held with certainty. These are· 

important points to consider :in forecasting ··planted ac~eage, yiel'd per ·· 

acr~ and resources demand.ed~ . Further, since the demand for feed grains 

and soybeans is a derived one, variability in p~ice and supply has a 

s-imilar impact as on_the supply side~ 

the p~cision with which weather varfa.b-les canbe forecast is an 

important e1ement in, the analysis. At the fann level, perception of· the 

odds of alternative weather .events influences the level of resource use 

including irrigation and choices among crop combinations. fo1pacts on 

fi nanci a 1 management a re s~bstanti al and contractual considerations 

including the percent of crop to forward .contract or hedge must,l>e 

carefully weighed.· There is a tende11cy, as the level :of aggregation· 

increases., for good and bad eve11ts to cancel. But, eyen on the international 
. ' 

scale, thereiS. evidencedrouth periods tend to occur simultaneously in the 

feed grain and.wheat producing areas of the middle latitudes. ln the mid-

1930' s, for example, yiel~s were poor in Russia, Argentina, and Australia 

as well.as in the U.S. Thus, ,in developing projections for export demand, 

it becomes important to be a'b1e to characterize weather events on a globa·1 

basis. 
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What·is the evidence for cyclical patterns? I·s droutha random 

event or does it ex•hibita re.-occur-rence. at regular intervals? It is 

important to recognize~ at the ~utse:t, .that .there have been nearly as .... 
·❖ : ,. • ,, , ' ·• . J; . '" 

_.. -s . ( ~ • . 

many climatic cycles repcirted i_n th·e literature as there _have be~n "cycle 

hunter-s: 11 Analystsmustbe_exceedingly careful -to not dredge up artifacts; 

it is important to be able to develop relationships on plausible physical 

relationships. 

Much of the work in climatology is analagous to economics. Early 

work involved searching out ~mpirical relationships, including attempting 

to find cycles. · Later, climatologis~,s moved toward developihg more 

systematic general equilibrium m9~eis; in tt\e last 20 years, partlcular1y .· 

in the d~cade, muchwork has been done: to develop computer simulation · 

models of the earth's t1 iinate (Matthews, 1971). As in econ9mi ts,· ~fairly 

simple mddels m~-.forecast as well or better than mote complicated 
,,.' :• ·. ',• ·_ ,, . . 

formu~ations. Bud,g~ts for research Jn this area have been expanded a~'a· ··· 

-result of the"importarice i'n assessing man's impact upon.climate. 
• • ,, C :: , 

The earth is a clbsed; system ~xcept for energy from the sun; 

variation in so1ar activit.Y and in·.the earth's orbit and tilt of. the 
;," ;. . . 

polar axiS are the principal exogenous variables which determine cl iniatic · 
. ' ~ . ' . 

variation. 1. But,· ?nly solar activity exhibits significant variation over · · 

short (relatively} .periods. For example, a rapid change occurs when day 
. , • ,.,. ,. 'i'. :: ' . . 

turns into night ~s ·a resu1 t of the amount of solar energy that· a p·oint 

on earth receives; daily temperature exhibits a well defined 24 hour cycle. 

Simi l arl_y, the rotation of. the earth about the. sun affects the amount of 

energy that \farious points on the earth receive, giving rise to s-easonal 

changes in cl.imate. 
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Sunspot activity, therefore probably solar en~rgy, tends to 

exhibit cyclical behavior. Further, there appears to be a relationship 

between sunspot activity and climatic cycles; in North America and 
•; ( ' ' 

corresponding latitude·s, sunspot activity and climatic change appear to 

be 'related in an approximately 22 year cycle consisting of two 11 year 

· cycles. Each 11 year cycle is, however, different; at the beginning of 

each cycle the polarity of the magnetic t'iel_d associated with sunspots 

completely reverses between the two solar surfaces. Thus, the charged 

particles reaching the earth's upper atmosphere from the sun behave 

differently from one cycle to the next. 

The two cycles do not have the same influence on climate. In 

one ll 0 year cycle (minor), sunspot activity has little impact on cli.matic 

change. In the other cycle (major), both maximum and minimum activity 

produce a shift in climate. Climatologists have observed striking 

differeryces in the general circulation of the earth's c1tmosphere from 

one 11 year period to the next. Periods of drouth tend to begin near the 

end of the minor effect period as sunspot activity approaches a minimum; 
, , 

droutff'tends .to continue until the following peak in sunspot activity 

during the major cycle. Major effect-minimum sunspot periods occurred 

in 1866, 1888, 1912, 1933 and 1954. 

Periodicities in the sunspot cycle are well established with 

short-run peaks estimated at 10.9 to 11.3 years; however, prediction of 

maxima and minima remains impercise with cycles ranging between 9 and 

13 years. A longer frequency, perhaps 90 years, has been estimated; if 

true, major characteristics should repeat themselves every 180 years. 

Figure 2 depicts sunspot activity and drouth in Nebraska for the 

-last 200 years. Sunspot' numbers for the major cycles are plotted above 
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the 11 011 axis; for the minor' cycles below. Vertical lines depict the 

beginning of each major>cycie; the horizontal lin·es dep1ct drouth periods. 
. ·. ~! . 

A relationship between sunspot numbers and drouth exists~ on~ t~o strong 
, ,,. . ~ !~ 1 

to i.gnore in decision'niaking; however. a· substantial· portion of the' 

.variation remains unexplained. Two problems, from a· foreca~ting perspective·, 

exist. First, the start of the drouth period relative to the beginnfng of 

the major eye le must be predicted. Use -.of a two year 1 ead has been a 
' . . . . 

common.rule-of-thumb that would have worked wel1 for the 1930 1s and 1950 1s 

but poorly in earlier periods. Further··, all Nebraska drouths did not 

end at the peak of the major ,cycle. 

F'ig,ure 3, based upon Thompson (1970); depicts Central ·a~d Wes:tern 

Corn· Belt<corn yield levels adjusted to 1973 technology; vertical lines 

depict the period from the beg,nning of the rnajot cycle to ·,ts peak. ··• 
' ' 

Forecast accuracy is improved by t~king ·explicit account of cyclic . 

patte~ns ., 

What about the 1970's? The current sunspot cycle, a minor, was 
' < 

projected. in 19-69, to reach a minimunf in' 1974;..75; it has been longer 
. . 

than avetage, nearly 13 years. 'More recently, Oecembe; 1974, the minim~m \ 

level of sunsp~f activity 'wasprojected to occur between late 1~75 ani 

1977. The next cycle i's expected to have a broad' peak, perhaps reaching 

its .maximum sunspofactivit.y in 1982,· a pattern sirrlilar to the late l800's •. 

FORECASTING 1975~76 CORN AND 'SOYBEAN PRICES 
., "•! • • 

An appraisal of ou·r view of the role of applied price outlook, as 

it relates to management and policy decision making~ is in order. 

Price forecasts andmanagement decisions need to be considered jointly. 

Fof example, producers ask "To what' extent should I adjust production 
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plans to expected changes. in prices, and in p:roduction rel~tionships?•i 
' ... ' \ .. · 

It becomes important to be .~bii ~ ~haracteri ze :nQt only the expected 

value of the forecast but rt1ean1niifu.l measures of its dispersion,. pe·rhaps 
. ~ . .. . .. . . ' . . , . . . . . . ·. 

includ1ng a desc:riptipn ~f.the odds ·of different· events where events-·a.re 

defined ·as .Prices ·or. su~pli~r.forth~oming~~·· .·· .. Too, .knowledge o·f the. range .. 

of outcomes and whether or not certain of the extremes which cou1 d' arise 
s., •.. : ..:. • • • . . . ' . • . . • 

• • ':' r ,••; • • •., •, •,••":: ',<.\° • < • • •' '• ••• • 

under a strategy ·are accepta~le is useful. -

Therefore; in October 1974, a group Qfus with extension outl~ok, 
. . . . . . ' . : .. 

management, and policy responsibilities met to fonnulate. our program for . -· .. 
. . . : . . 

Fall:1974 and.1975. With feed grain and ~oybean stocks expecb!d to be . 1 
. . 

near pipeline levels·at the. end of the 1~14-75 crop year, weather was. 
. ~ , - . . 

going to be a critfca1 'dete.nni.nant of supply· forthcoming. Our initial 
. . ~ . . ' ' . . : . ~ . . . ,. . •, \ . . '. .. .• .· . ,: . . . . ' 

. .work was charc1cteri.zin9 impacts of U.S. weather; subsequent events, and.• 

a more detailed study of climatology, ,suggest mote effort should have 
' . •· ., . . ' .. . ' . . 

been devOted to a characterization·.of·weather·orian.· international sc·ale·· · 
.... - ,.· 

at the ~xpen·se' of other 1110del.ing, Wqrk •. , · 

. Our basicthrust;wafto estimate' the ·odds of alternative ·corn,. 
. . .. . . : .. , . . ,; .. ' . ~ . . . ' .. 

' . - . '·· 

soybean, ahd wheat:Jields, to :place each eVent: in a: general supply-demand · 
' • ""\ - ' • r • •' •• ' • ' • 

framework to' predict· the probabl~; grain,, oilseed, an<flivesto<:k' prices . . .<. . ' .. ~.. . . '• . . . . . . ' 

_ associ ate.d wfth the wiather ·eye.rit; arid, ultimately~ to develop .the. o~ds 

of aJ ternat'jve pric~$. Tnf 9'dqs <>f ctlternative levels of e~port demand, 
. ~ . . 

based upon international weather e~en~, w~re not developed; this was a .. · 
. . . . . . 

cri ti ca 1 · shortcoming. 

Table 1, ~epicts our estimate.of. the odds of alternative yields 
• ·· 7 • • ·: ·.r · ' · . . . • 

levels for corn .. The odds were-developed in a "qui~k and dirty" fashion 
. . . 

consistent with our budget.and time constraints. · A trend was estimated: · 
. ,·.·.: '• .. ~.;· ... ·' .. ·. . .. . . .. .. :· ... 

,·,, ,., 
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for the period.1'938 tb 1973•; dropping the' blight' year. The odds were 
. . . . 

developed· from the="aist'tibution· of percentage yields deviations about 

trend; litt1e' fonnal work was done with the covariance of co~n arid soybean 

yields-, although af,high positiv~ on~ was assu111ed in our price ahalyses. 3 · 

· The next step required making adjustments from trend fo~ ;1975 · 

conditi.Or')S i.ncluding,;S'eed',q'l,a.lity, input,'availabilitY an'd the impact of 
fertilizer and chemical prfc:es on. application rates,, land quality and 

. . 

increased odds of drouth 1ti' ·the Westerri Corn Belt, to establish an adjusted . 

expected 'value. The odds were calculated with res.pe-ct to that base .. · 

· Table l w~s. estimated irf-October 1975 with subsequent updating and 

revision~, 

What prices did we predict in 06tober 19'14?' · The corn price 

· associate<i with the most likely yield, 91 to ·92. bushels per acre; wis · 

$2.40 per bushel, U.S. farm average' for the ·crop year. A b~mper crop, 
. . . ' . - ' . 

odds of l-out of 15-, was p1aced at $l:10 whi1e the poorest c~p was, ·set 

at $3.25-$3.50. Prices, in varying detaH, were calculated for the 'ba1 ance 
. . . . . . . - . . . . . 

of the ,feed grain, livestock s~ctor'.: . fhe forecasts were made· avail at:>le. in 
. . . ' . 

our outlook.extension program (e.g., Black and Ferris, 1975), farm press, 

to the USDA and, to· a 1 imited· extent, through ,f)roject COIN (1975). 

FURTHER IMPLlCAilONS. 

Ttter~ areanumber·of shortcomings,··· impacts pfwhiCh:we hope to 
. . . : . ·., •. .. . ; . -

reduce in/the coming year.: First~•·our·c1imatol~gtcal foundations were 

weak; much of what has been reported here has developed in "Surnme,r 1975. 

As the. cro:pyea;r progresses, ·a genera1 assessment of. the ·conditional 
. . ·, - . :: 

probabAlity .of· different events based upon weather developments through 

the seas,on shou.ld be made. Baker· (1975};:,:for exa.rnple, · attempted to assess 
. . .. _,- .' . : ,__ -,-:-;,' >.,-;: :,-- . : . '. ,· . . . ',. 

the odds of recharge of soil moisture for Southwestern Minnesota. Finally, 

. . 
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a more fonnal model with a strong international component is needed to 

improve the forecasting process ahd insure greater consistency. Work is 

well along here too. 

The relevance of this framework for agricultural policy is readily 

apparent. The odds, for example, would be important in projecting cost 

per unit of production and governmental cost of alternative target prices. 

Work on the odds of alternative events, netted out .on an international 

basis, is crucial to reserve policy including inventory policy fonnu1ation 

for the major grain'exporting firms. 

Table 1. U.S. Corn Crop Prospects 

Odds Yield, Crop 
bu./harvested acre bill. bu .. 

1 in 15 75 4.9 

1 in 10 83 5.4 

1 in 5 87 5.7 

1 in 3 91 - 92 6.0 

1 in 5 96 6.3 

1 in 15 102 6.7 

'---
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FOOTNOTES 

* Roy Black is an. Assistant Professor in the Department of 

Agricultural Economics at Michigan State University. 

The ideas presented ~ere influenced by a number of Agricultural·· 

Economists, parti~u1ar1y G. Dike, L. Kyle, P. Hasbargen, and J. Ferris, 

as well as Climatologist Dale Linvill. 

This work was conducted under Michigan Experiment Station 
. . 

Project 1229, 0 Improving Marketing Intelligence in the Food System. •i 

1 This section follows'Lamb (1972), Newman (1969), a.nd recent 

articles in Science, Nature, and the Bulletin of the American 

Meteorological Society. 

2 Note that E[f(x,y)] ;. f[E(x),E(y)J if f(x,y) is nonlinear where 

x,y are random variables and E is the expectation operator .. Further, in 

examining probability consequences, most weather data is not nonnally 
..... 

distributed and it appears year effects are often not statistically 

independent. 

3superior methods have been followed; a careful review of the 
. . . 

literature is suggested. Unfortunately, the data series are not readily 

available. S.ee, for example, Heady and Auer (1966), Dale {1961, 1975), 

Doll (1967), Johnson and Gustafson ,(1962), Shaw (1964), Stallings (1961), 

and Thompson {1969, 1970, 1975). Problems include separating weath·er~ 

technology, irrigation, and location of production impacts .. Too, 

. seasonal Weather patterns influence crops differentially; itis possible 

. for one crop to be excellent, another near disaster, given the same season. 
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